What Is

D Mine

We would first like to thank all the contributors that made this document possible, it was definitely a challenge to make sure everything was in the right place.

“What is D Mine and What are D Mine Tokens?”

D Mine is a software application that hopes to break down the door to a new age of cryptocurrency mining. Traditional cryptocurrency mining consists of spending thousands of your hard earned cash on graphical processing hardware and paying even more for special AntMiners and ASIC chips, D Mine hopes to change that.

D Mine can best be compared to a pool mining community..but..kinda on steroids. D Mine is NOT a cloud mining service, it is a pool mining community, there is a difference. (One is a scam and one is not) D Mine is revolutionizing the idea of the pool mining community. Normal mining pools are owned by one big website that regulates all traffic and makes users pay a monthly fee to join the pool as well as taking a small percentage of everything they make, yea..it sucks. After paying these websites your monthly fee and letting them take off their extra percentage, what are you left with? Profit? MAYBE. In bad pools, you may even end up losing money in the long run. So now let’s talk about D Mine.

D Mine is an application that will be available for Windows, Mac OSX, Android, and iPhone. Even a version for Linux will be released with a special version for the Raspberry Pi (#debianFTW). D Mine is a decentralized mining pool, in fact, the “D” in D Mine stands for decentralized, our full name is “Decentralized Mine”. We operate similarly to the blockchain as we are a P2P (Peer to Peer) mining pool. Our users make the pools and our users make up the entire community within them. Us being a decentralized mining pool means that here at D Mine we NEVER charge you a monthly fee to be apart of our pools, it also means we take absolutely no percentage of your earnings. Making the D Mine platform 100% free to all users was one of our main goals
How Does Decentralized P2P Mining Work?

Decentralized P2P Mining is something that we really think can change the world. It allows people to work together to not only making a financial gain but to strengthen the cryptocurrency networks. We have a large selection of different coins you can mine, right now the coins we have working are Bitcoin, Bitcoin Gold, Litecoin, Monero, Ether, Ether Classic, Electroneum, ZCash, and DigiByte, we have more coins that we wish to have in the future.

Once you have selected a coin you would like to mine, for example, lets use Litecoin, you would click on Litecoin Mining and you would be taken to a screen were you can join the general population pool (a pool where the most people are mining) or you can choose one of the smaller pools or even make your own personal pool (advanced users). Coins can be mined on any of the devices listed earlier, so that’s Windows, Mac OSX, Android, iPhone, and Linux. The amount of power and Gh/s strongly depends on what you’re using to mine. Your grandmother’s iPhone 4 will not be able to mine nearly as quick as a dedicated mining rig, it all depends on your hardware. That’s where the pool functionality comes in handy, even if you don’t have the best mining rig, you can still join a mining pool using your MacBook and there may be another 10-15 people in that same pool using decent computers. With all that processing power put together, you guys will be able to mine much more volume. Payouts are decided by giving the most contributing machine the biggest percentage, and the lowest contributing machine (your grandma’s iPhone 4) the smallest percentage of the given reward. But the payout is unlike normal mining pools, we pay you in DMine Tokens. We will explain DMine tokens on the next page.
How Do I Make Money? DMine Tokens? ICO?

When you and your pool successfully mine a block, each member of the pool is paid. The most contributing member of the pool will be paid the most, and the weakest and least contributing member of your pool will be paid the least. You get paid in DMine Tokens. You do not lose any money this way, if you were mining Litecoin and were supposed to get paid $10 worth of Litecoin, we will give you $10 worth of DMine Tokens instead. Now don’t worry, you can exchange your DMine tokens instantly and get $10 worth of Litecoin right in the application, we will never force you or lock you into holding your DMine Tokens. But you may want to hold onto at least some of your DMine tokens.

Because our platform is totally free and we will spend a considerable amount of money on marketing, we expect our platform to be pretty popular once released, this means more and more people will be earning DMine tokens causing the value to climb at pretty predictable rate, as the value starts to climb the demand for the DMine Tokens will rise and again, that will make the value climb. That’s why we really do believe in our ICO and stand by our product, the lucky people who purchase our token at just $0.25 will not be disappointed, and that is something we can say with confidence :) I introduce to you the DMine Token!

DMine Token

Role of Token: Allow miners to transfer funds with 0 fees and give a stable currency for miners and a stable currency for our DMine app.

Ticker: DMT

Blockchain: Ethereum, ERC20 Standard

Supply: 120,000,000 DMT

For Sale: 86,400,000 DMT

Emission Rate: New tokens will not be produced

Accepted Currencies: ETH, BTC, LTC

Pre-Sale Period: March 10th 2018 - April 10th 2018

Total Minimum ICO Goal: $1,500,000 USD

Total Maximum ICO Goal: $7,000,000 USD
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Where Does It All Go?

We let the charts do the talking.

Token Distribution

Funds Allocation

These same charts can be found on our website www.dminetoken.com for better viewing
Our Pre-ICO sale begins March 10th, 2018. The following picture is pulled directly from our website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Of Tokens For Sale</th>
<th>Offer</th>
<th>Price Per Token</th>
<th>Current Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,710,000 (Pre-ICO)</td>
<td>60% Discount</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,680,000</td>
<td>35% Discount</td>
<td>$0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22,190,000</td>
<td>20% Discount</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,220,000</td>
<td>5% Discount</td>
<td>$0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26,600,000</td>
<td>No Discount</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Roadmap

September 12th, 2017: The Idea of DMine is created, originally named “FreeMine”

October 18th, 2017: CEO and head developers are decided

October 28th, 2017: Documentation to operate as a legitimate business in the USA are filed for

October 30th, 2017: Full Team Of Developers are hired and begin working on a mobile version of the app

December 2nd, 2017: Android Private beta is ready for testing and is given out to private beta testers to stress test

December 6th, 2017: DMine becomes licensed with a parent company!

December 29th, 2017: Team begins working on ICO information (site details, whitepaper, this roadmap, videos, etc)

January 17th, 2018: Website is in the creation and rough draft of the whitepaper is made. We also have a physical office location.

FUTURE

February 10th 2018: Website will be officially launched to the public with videos and whitepaper fully complete

February 18th, 2018: The entire website is in full completion and videos will be prepared for ICO launch.

February 20th, 2018: We will be listed on ICO websites. (ICO Alert, ICO Watchlist, etc)

March 10th, 2018: Pre-ICO goes live!

March 10th - April 10th: More Info about DMine will be released, more questions will be answered.

April 10th, 2018: Pre-ICO Complete!

April 18th, 2018: Updated Info is provided for news articles and ICO websites.

May 1st, 2018: Full ICO Will Go Live!

July 1st, 2018: ICO Will End.
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July 3rd, 2018: Large Backers will be rewarded with a gift!

July 4th, 2018: DMine Fireworks Promo Video will be Released

July 5th, 2018: Android app will be available for early public beta testing

July 9th, 2018: DMine community forum opens up, DMine website will be revamped

July 10th, 2018: We start taking feedback from our Android beta, iOS private beta will begin.

July 15th, 2018: Private Beta for Windows and Mac OSX will begin.

August 1st: DMine Token will be listed on CoinMarketCap

August 10th: DMine Token will be featured on exchanges

August 30th: Full Stable Public Beta for Android, iOS, Windows, and Mac are released for everyone to use

September 2nd: Full Mining Pools will be available across all versions of the app

September 10th: DMine Token cashout system will be fully working, users can cash out their DMine Tokens for any crypto of their choice

More to come soon!
Why Invest In DMine?

We need you to help support DMine, the project would be impossible without our backers and customers. We hope we can convince you to be apart of the DMine team!

**Strong Backbone** - Our team of developers and staff alike are dedicated to making DMine everything it should be, you are investing in a company that cares about user experience and put the people first.

**Existing Product** - Unlike a lot of other ICO's, we have already developed a working beta version of our DMine application running on Android. It is a closed beta at the moment but will open up for public review very soon. If you are interested in becoming a private beta tester, send us an email over at beta@dminetoken.com. You must have prior experience in beta testing.

**Existing Market** - We are not trying to reinvent the wheel, we are simply improving upon it. Some company try and be so "innovative" that they create an entirely new category of product, this can be good but most of the time this leads to a product failure. DMine is a MASSIVE improvement on the way mining pools work, we are not remaking the entire blockchain.

We appreciate you taking time to look at our whitepaper, if you have any further questions feel free to contact us at hello@dminetoken.com. **We look forward to seeing you in our ICO!**

www.dminetoken.com

- Team DMine